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Welcome to the Eclipse Textiles Swimwear Fabrics Catalogue

Eclipse Textiles, based in Australia, is the leading national and international wholesale supplier of swimwear fabrics knitted with LYCRA® fiber and Spandex.

Fabrics are selected with quality, innovation, technology and creative freedom in mind, to ensure we provide only the best selection for our customers.

We are also the Australasian distributors of the top three European global leaders, who produce only the highest quality swimwear fabrics. Carvico, Jersey Lomellina and Eurojersey. All of which use INVISTA LYCRA®, renowned worldwide to create fabrics and garments with better fit, greater comfort and incredible freedom of movement.

Proud to be the exclusive Australasian distributors of:

Proud to use:

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA

www.eclipsetextiles.com.au
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Where performance and technology merge together, creating the finest high quality innovative stretch fabrics available for fashion and performance swimwear.
SUSTAINABLE VITA XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

New sustainable Carvico techno-fabric made with Econyl® - 100% regenerated nylon and polyester fiber from post-consumer materials. Due to the latest yarn and knitting technologies, it is 20% flatter than your normal Matt Nylon LYCRA®, even though it still has the same classic power and coverage. Thanks to its innovative construction and presence of Xtra Life LYCRA®, it is more chlorine resistant than your average swimwear fabric.

Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber resists fabric breakdown more than 5 times longer than your average chlorine-resistant spandex. Fiber breakage can cause fabric breakdown very quickly. Swimwear garments using Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber have no significant fiber breakage even after 240 hours of exposure.

The colours marked as polyester have been manufactured using a polyester fiber to achieve the highest colourfastness values technically possible for these colours.

VITA NYLON XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

Product Specifications

Composition:
78% Recycled Nylon, 22% Xtra Life LYCRA®

Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%

VITA POLYESTER XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

Product Specifications

Composition:
78% Recycled Polyester, 22% Xtra Life LYCRA®

Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%
MATT XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

Classic Matt Nylon, the perfect balance between lightness and elasticity. Carvico Matt fabric has been awarded the prestigious Xtra Life LYCRA® certificate thanks to its unprecedented array of outstanding features. It is chlorine and abrasions resistant, UPF 50+, and remains unaltered over time.

Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber resists fabric breakdown more than 5 times longer than your average chlorine-resistant spandex. Fiber breakage can cause fabric breakdown very quickly. Swimwear garments using Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber have no significant fiber breakage even after 240 hours of exposure.

The colours marked as polyester have been manufactured using a polyester fiber to achieve the highest colourfastness values technically possible for these colours.

MATT NYLON XTRA LIFE LYCRA® PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
80% Nylon, 20% Xtra Life LYCRA®

Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%

MATT POLYESTER XTRA LIFE LYCRA® PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
80% Polyester, 20% Xtra Life LYCRA®

Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%
BRIGHT XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

Classic Bright Nylon, the perfect balance between lightness and elasticity. The surface of this classic charmeuse, one of the evergreen fabrics inside Carvico’s collections, features a special glimmer. Bright Xtra Life LYCRA® is a balanced mix of glamour, style and comfort and guarantees a perfect fit under any circumstances.

Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber resists fabric breakdown more than 5 times longer than your average chlorine-resistant spandex. Fiber breakage can cause fabric breakdown very quickly. Swimwear garments using Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber have no significant fiber breakage even after 240 hours of exposure.

A Bright Polyester LYCRA® version is also available in white, and is recommended for use in any garment involving splicing between white and a colour with low colour fastness results.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Lustrous shine
- Great fit and comfort
- Extra strength
- Outstanding quality
- Shape retention
- Maximum durability
- UPF 50+ sun protection
- 4 1/2 times chlorine resistant
- Premium quality Carvico product
- Branded Xtra Life LYCRA®

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
80% Nylon, 20% Xtra Life LYCRA®

Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%

Learn more ➔ Request a sample ➔
LANOVA MERYL MICROFIBRE Lycra®

Delicately soft, gently caressing your body like a second skin. Meryl® Microfibre will reveal the sheer pleasure of the microfibre experience.

The unique softness of microfibre, combined with its excellent absorption capacity, helps to maintain a balanced comfort level, giving the wearer a sensational experience.

With the added benefits of Invista’s Lycra® yarn, Meryl® Microfibre holds its shape and stretch retention, which is an essential requirement for the swimwear industry.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
93% Meryl Microfibre Nylon, 7% Lycra®

Weight:
160gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Outstanding comfort
• Extreme lightness
• Delicately soft
• Easy care
• Fast drying
• Branded Lycra®
• Branded Meryl® Microfibre Nylon

Learn more
Request a sample
SENSITIVE Lycra® FABRICS

SWIMWEAR

Sensitive is a coordinated system of versatile, high-performing fabrics, which thanks to its patented knit structure, gives you characteristics which add value to garments by raising their performance and aesthetic qualities.

The Sensitive fabric system is unequalled for the versatility with which it is possible to create extremely high-performing garments for water sports as well as complete ranges of coordinating beachwear, from swimming costumes to accessories.

The most technologically advanced solution for swimming costumes for all purposes which guarantees maximum resistance to chlorine protection from UV rays and which dries quickly.

SENSITIVE FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Super Comfortable:
All garments created with Sensitive fabrics are more comfortable and pleasant to wear.

Extraordinarily Soft to the Touch:
Sensitive allows you to create garments that fit like a second skin.

Ultra Fine and Extremely Light:
The much reduced thickness of Sensitive allows for the creation of garments that guarantee exceptional wear ability and elegance without losing elasticity or shape.

Perfectly Uniform:
The smooth, homogeneous surface gives a particular brightness the fabric and brilliance to the colours.

Breathable:
The open knit of the fabric ensures breath ability and therefore is better for the body.

Absolutely Easy Care:
Sensitive has characteristics which make it very practical and resistant to washing, keeping its colour and shape intact.
SENSITIVE SUPERFAST LYCRA®

A superior colourfast Sensitive fabric giving you peace of mind when using black for performance garments that require colourfastness values to be the best technologically available. The special superfast process ensures maximum colour resistance, even during the washing phase, and does away with the problems of colours running into damp items left in contact with each other in unsuitable conditions, such as those left in sports bags after changing.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
- Code: BFFQ 036 Black
- Composition: 72% Microfiber Nylon 28% LYCRA®
- Weight: 164gsm +/-6%
- Width: 140cm +/-2%

SENSITIVE CLASSIC LYCRA®

The first to be created and original Sensitive fabric, its perfect mix of microfiber with 28% Lycra fibre guarantees the best aesthetic and functional characteristics. Discover all of the incomparable performance features the sensitive classic fabric entails which includes extra comfort, body moisture wicking, quick drying, sun blocking, extra fine, chlorine resistance, no pilling, easy care and wrinkle free.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
- Code: BFAQ 036 Black
- Composition: 72% Microfiber Nylon 28% LYCRA®
- Weight: 164gsm +/-6%
- Width: 140cm +/-2%
SENSITIVE FIT Lycra®

Mesmerizing style for optimum control of the silhouette. Assuring extra performances, comfort and flawless wear ability.

Figures become refined and slender, because it reshapes and models lines and profiles, Sensitive Fit is efficacious and highly versatile, ideal to enhance every form and feature.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Code: NNAQ 036 Black
Composition:
68% Microfiber Nylon 32% Lycra®
Weight: 213gsm +/-6%
Width: 150cm +/-2%

SENSITIVE BONDED Lycra®

Created using a special technique which unites two strands of Sensitive Classic fabric melding them together, they are perfect for heavier or more constructed garments.

The Bonded version is also useful for the manufacture of shoulder straps and reinforcements.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Code: BTF5 036 Black
Composition:
72% Microfiber Nylon 28% Lycra®
Weight: 340gsm +/-6%
Width: 135cm +/-2%
CARVICO XTRA LIFE Lycra® Fabrics

Swimwear

A technologically advanced classic Matt Xtra Life Lycra® range, with the perfect balance between lightness and elasticity. Carvico Matt fabrics have been awarded the prestigious Xtra Life Lycra® certificate thanks to their unprecedented array of outstanding features. They are chlorine and abrasion resistant, UPF 50+, and remains unaltered over time.

Xtra Life Lycra® Fiber resists fabric breakdown more than 5 times longer than your average chlorine-resistant spandex. Fiber breakage can cause fabric breakdown very quickly. Swimwear garments using Xtra Life Lycra® Fiber have no significant fiber breakage even after 240 hours of exposure.

Carvico Features and Benefits

Perfect Fit:
The extreme elasticity of the fabrics enhances its shaping power and comfort, and guarantees maximum freedom of movement to the user.

Shape Retention:
The high modulus translates in the perfect degree of muscular compression and support, while its recovery power allows the fabrics to follow your every movement ensuring a perfect fit under any circumstances.

Ultra Chlorine Resistant:
Xtra Life Lycra® Fiber resists fabric breakdown more than 5 times longer than your average chlorine-resistant spandex.

Excellent Coverage:
The advanced knitting technology and construction makes the fabrics compact and dense, creating great coverage.

Excellent UV Protective:
The tight knit also works as a filter against sunrays, ensuring a UPF 50+ protection factor.
RIVIERA XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

Xtra Life LYCRA® is a high fashion fabric that takes swimwear to the next level. Great appearance, ultra-soft hand feel, high chlorine resistance, perfect fit, and the guarantee of quality offered by Carvico makes this Xtra Life LYCRA® fabric a must.

The excellent wear-ability and shape retention offered are two important features that ensure maximum comfort, and an excellent look for your garments over time.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 80% Nylon 20% Xtra Life LYCRA®
Weight: 210gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-2%

ATLANTA PLUS XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

These features combined with an ultra-soft hand feel, make it perfect for fashion and performance swimwear. Also, for your well-being and pleasure, this fabric protects you against UV rays and is resistant to sun creams and perspiration.

With the added benefits of Xtra Life LYCRA®, your suit keeps its beautiful shape longer, and is higher in chlorine resistance compared to ordinary elastanes.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 80% Nylon 20% Xtra Life LYCRA®
Weight: 225gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-2%
Where yarn and knitting technology merge together, creating a range of high quality chlorine resistant stretch fabrics for the serious swimwear.
AQUALIFE POLYESTER PBT

Aqualife is one of the most advanced chlorine proof fabrics. Designed and engineered specifically to withstand the harsh effects of exposure to chlorinated water, without sacrificing the swimsuit’s comfort and stretch properties which are vital elements to the performance of the serious swimmer.

It is a P.B.T fabric, made of 100% polyester and therefore absolutely chlorine-proof. It is UPF 50+, breathable and fast drying.

Aqualife by Carvico is perfect for the creation of competition swimwear and for all other water sports, even the most extreme.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
47% Polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), 53% Polyester

Weight:
170gsm +/- 5%

Width:
160cm +/- 2%
AQUALIFE POLYESTER PBT SUBLIMATION BASE

Create your own unique chlorine proof print by using our Aqualife PBT sublimation base.

UPF 50+ Aqualife PBT (Polybutylene terephthalate) fabric offers a breakthrough in chlorine proof swimwear, providing chlorine resistance without compromising on elasticity and wearability.

This sublimation base dries quickly and is pleasant to wear, along with the fact that prolonged contact with chlorine does not cause Aqualife to loose its elasticity, which frequently occurs in classic elastane fabrics. The perfect solution for a high quality sublimation base, with the ultimate performance in chlorine resistance.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
47% Polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), 53% Polyester

Weight:
170gsm +/- 5%

Width:
160cm +/- 2%
POLYESTER 100% PBT LINER

High quality stretch PBT (Polybutylene terephthalate) chlorine proof liner. Ideal for high performance and club swimwear or any liner which is exposed to high levels of chlorine thanks to its 100% chlorine resistance.

A liner specifically designed to compliment any chlorine proof high performance swimwear garment.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
47% Polybutylene terephthalate (PBT)
53% Polyester

Weight:
170gsm +/- 5%

Width:
160cm +/- 2%

Learn more >  Request a sample >

www.eclipsetextiles.com.au
Polyester Sublimation Bases

Where a range of fabrics come together giving you a blank canvas to create your own outstanding dynamic, crisp, clean sublimated printed finish with no yellowing and minimal shrinkage.
SUBLIMATION BASES

Even though all of these fabrics are polyester based, each one is unique in regards to its knit construction, yarn performance, and fabric behaviour in general. They are designed specifically for its targeted end use, are of the highest quality standard, and all of them create an outstanding dynamic, crisp, clean printed finish with no yellowing and minimal shrinkage.

VITA POLYESTER XTRA LIFE LYCRA® SUBLIMATION BASE

New sustainable Carvico techno-fabric made with Econyl® - 100% regenerated polyester fiber from post-consumer materials. Thanks to its new unique knitting technology, its soft and smooth surface meets the highest quality standards for sublimation print technology. The fabrics flat surface is the perfect platform to apply your own sublimation print, creating a magnificent crisp, clean finish.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 78% Polyester 22% Xtra Life LYCRA®
Weight: 190gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-2%

MATT POLYESTER XTRA LIFE LYCRA® SUBLIMATION BASE

Carvico’s Matt Polyester Xtra Life LYCRA® fabric meets the highest quality standards for sublimation technology. The benefits of Invista’s Xtra Life LYCRA® yarn technology, combined with the natural benefits of Polyester, make this product the perfect choice for a sport or swim sublimation base. The hard wearing, quick drying and maximum durability of Polyester, combined with Invista’s LYCRA® quality, creates a crisp matt printed finish, whilst still holding its shape and retention.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 82% Polyester 18% Xtra Life LYCRA®
Weight: 190gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-2%
AQUALIFE PBT POLYESTER SUBLIMATION BASE

Aqualife Polyester fabric is a breakthrough in chlorine proof swimwear, providing chlorine resistance without compromising on elasticity and wearability. This sublimation base dries quickly, is pleasant to wear, and prolonged contact with chlorine does not cause it to lose its elasticity, which frequently occurs in classic Elastane fabrics. Aqualife is the perfect solution for a high quality sublimation base, with the ultimate performance in chlorine resistance.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 47% Polyester 53% PBT
Weight: 170gsm +/-5%
Width: 160cm +/-2%

SUBLI-SPORT XTRA LIFE LYCRA® SUBLIMATION BASE

Subli-Sport Polyester is a warp knit nontransparent fabric containing ceramic core technology. The Polyester yarn contains ceramic within the central core of its filaments. This technology prevents the “see-through” effect, in turn creating a UV blocking fabric. Due to the yarn construction, it also creates a cooling effect by reflecting the heat rays, thus keeping the wearer cool and refreshed. Subli-Sport is the perfect solution for sublimation printing when working with large white areas due to the nontransparent effect it creates.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 82% Polyester 18% Xtra Life LYCRA®
Weight: 230gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-2%
**JOLIE POLYESTER LYCRA® SUBLIMATION BASE**

A European Jersey Lomellina elasticised circular knit polyester fabric with a shiny, brilliant effect, Jolie is the perfect sublimation base for high-end designs. It is light, fresh and breathable, guaranteeing quick drying, perfect fit, and a beautiful drape and handle. Soft and extremely comfortable, Jolie’s performance means it will meet the needs of swim wear, intimate apparel and active sportswear.

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Composition: 90% Polyester 10% LYCRA®
- Weight: 145gsm +/-5%
- Width: 140cm +/-2%

**ELITE DOUBLE FACED XTRA LIFE LYCRA® SUBLIMATION BASE**

Designed for enhancing the effect of sublimation printing, Elite is an advanced double faced fabric, which allows for printing to be applied to both sides, giving you a new realm of garment design opportunities to explore. The fabric features also include being extra-white and super-matt, is the high performance techno-fabric for extreme sports. Certified Xtra Life LYCRA® features outstanding power and is resistant to chlorine, sun creams and oils, pilling and abrasions and it maintains its stretch even after the printing process.

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Composition: 70% Polyester 30% Xtra Life LYCRA®
- Weight: 210gsm +/-5%
- Width: 150cm +/-2%

**SUBLI-POWER LYCRA® SUBLIMATION BASE**

Subli-Power Polyester is a powerful yet light weight warp knit fabric with a high LYCRA® content, designed specifically to assist in compression and muscle oscillation when used in a sportswear garment. Due to the fabrics tight knit construction, Subli-Power is also non-curling, which gives you the opportunity to create raw edge garments. The fabrics flat surface is the perfect platform to apply your own sublimation print, creating a crisp, clean finish.

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Composition: 75% Polyester 25% Xtra Life LYCRA®
- Weight: 200gsm +/-5%
- Width: 150cm +/-2%
ZEUS POLYESTER Lycra® SUBLIMATION BASE

Jersey Lomellina’s Zeus polyester fabric is ideal for sublimation printing. It is ultra-light, breathable, and it is fast drying and highly UV protective (UPF 50+). Its excellent power and the correct muscular compression offered makes it the perfect partner for the production of techno-garments for high performance underwear.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 86% Polyester 14% Lycra®
Weight: 110gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-2%

OLYMPIC POLYESTER Lycra® SUBLIMATION BASE

Jersey Lomellina’s Polyester Lycra® fine gauge circular knit fabric offers a smooth second skin sublimation base with unique performance benefits. Olympic is soft and comfortable, yet strong enough to assist in muscle control; it is a quick drying, hard wearing, ultra flat Polyester, with the perfect fit of Invista’s Lycra® technology. Olympic is a high quality print base with minimum grin-through due to the fine gauge knit.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 83% Polyester 17% Lycra®
Weight: 195gsm +/-5%
Width: 160cm +/-2%

CRETA POLYESTER Lycra® SUBLIMATION BASE

Jersey Lomellina extremely light, very fine elasticised circular knit jersey fabric ideal for sublimation printing. Creta ensures an optimal yield from all printed colours. Breathable, fresh, soft and quick-drying, it ensures a perfect fit due to the high quality performance features of Lycra®. Creta is the ideal fabric for the creation of casual leisure wear, as well as youthful swimwear, intimate apparel and active sportswear in general.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 82% Polyester 18% Lycra®
Weight: 145gsm +/-5%
Width: 155cm +/-2%
ECLIPSEPAAQUE POLYESTER Lycra® SUBLIMATION BASE

Eclipsepaque Polyester is a nontransparent fabric containing ceramic core technology. This means that the Polyester yarn contains ceramic within the central core of its filaments which prevents the “see-through” effect, in turn creating a UV blocking fabric. Due to its construction, this fabric also offers a completely new handle, creating a powdery feel with a graceful drape. Eclipsepaque is the perfect sublimation base when working with fashion swimwear in pastel pallets and large white areas due to the non-transparent effect it creates.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
90% Polyester 10% Lycra®
Weight: 250gsm +/-5%
Width: 145cm +/-2%

SUBLI-SHEER POLYESTER Lycra® SUBLIMATION BASE

Ultra-light, feather-like and delicately soft, Subli-Sheer is the perfect sublimation base for fashion swimwear cover-ups and sheer inserts, plus fine enough to use and create interesting design detailing without bulking up your garment. The uniqueness of Subli-Sheer is the combination of its light weight delicate appearance, and its high Lycra® content, giving you great performance features, whilst still looking fashionable.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
75% Polyester 25% Lycra®
Weight: 70gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-2%

SUBLI-SWIFT SUBLIMATION BASE

Subli-swift is a naturally quick drying light weight stretch woven Polyester, designed specifically for the application of run shorts, board shorts, or any garment that could benefit from the unique characteristics this fabric offers. The polyester content combined with the tight woven construction creates an outstanding crisp printed finish. Due to the fabrics performance features of quick drying, and light weight construction, Subli-swift is the perfect lightweight sublimation base for the sportswear industry.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
92% Polyester 8% Elastane
Weight: 160gsm +/-5%
Width: 145cm +/-2%
ANTI-STATIC POLYESTER CHIFFON SUBLIMATION BASE

Through combining traditional chiffon and modern technology, our Anti-static chiffon is now the essential industry standard. The Anti-static feature assists the designer in creating a natural free-flowing garment to enhance any beautiful range. The perfect sublimation base for fashionable swim wear cover-ups, or fashion items requiring a beautiful drape and flowing effect.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
100% Polyester

Weight: 72gsm +/-5%

Width: 150cm +/-2%

STRETCH MESH POLYESTER SUBLIMATION BASE

High quality polyester stretch mesh, suitable for all markets when a light weight mesh with a fantastic drape can be used as a design feature, or garment on its own. Due to its soft handle, featherweight construction and drape feature, Stretch Mesh is perfect for dance skirts and swimwear cover-ups, and any other design application that requires these great features. Also suitable for sublimation.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
85% Polyester 15% Elastane

Weight: 90gsm +/-5%

Width: 140cm +/-5%
Custom Print Services & Stock Prints

Where creativity meets reality, when your own unique designs become one with your selection of one of our high quality stretch swimwear fabrics.
CUSTOM PRINT SERVICES

Custom Printing

Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks, and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can also supply your own unique print this swimwear season.

We can offer you the latest technology in direct digital printing, traditional screen print services, or supply you one of our high quality base cloths for your own local sublimation printer. Either of these printing processes can be applied to a variety of our high quality stretch base cloths.

As a point of difference this season, we can also top your direct digital or screen print design with your choice of high quality novelty foil and hologram patterns we have available to us, or you can even create your own.

The possibilities are endless...

Printing Services Available:

• Direct Digital Printing

• Screen Printing

• Novelty Finishes

• Sublimation Print Bases

Request a sample
MATT LYCRA® STOCK PRINTS

Matt Nylon LYCRA® classic Nautical Stripe print range created specifically for the swimwear industry due to the fabric matt appearance and outstanding quality.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
80% Nylon, 20% LYCRA®
Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%
Width:
150cm +/- 2%

Nautical Stripe Venetian Red
Nautical Stripe Black
BRIGHT LYCRA® STOCK PRINTS

Bright Nylon LYCRA® Stripe-olicious print range created specifically for the swimwear industry due to the fabric shiny appearance and outstanding quality.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 80% Nylon, 20% LYCRA®
Weight: 200gsm +/- 5%
Width: 150cm +/- 2%

Stripe-olicious Venetian Red

Stripe-olicious Black

Learn more Request a sample
Complimenting Fabrics

Where the final touches are found to complete your new season look
RIPPLE JACQUARD

A high quality Nylon Elastane jacquard, creating an oceanic rippled surface effect. The perfect texture for any sophisticated swimsuit.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition:
Nylon 95% spandex 5%

Weight:
280gsm +/-5%

Width:
150cm +/-5%

White  
Venetian Red  
Navy  
Black
SEA FOAM JACQUARD

A high quality Nylon Elastane jacquard, creating a bubbling sea foam inspired surface effect. The perfect texture for any swimsuit with a creative edge.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
Nylon 84% spandex 16%

Weight:
300gsm

Width:
130cm

White
Venetian Red
Navy
Black

Learn more  Request a sample
SEA JEWEL JACQUARD

A high quality Polyester Elastane Jacquard, creating a very subtle yet elegant surface effect inspired by the textured jewels of the ocean. Also suitable for sublimation printing.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
Poly 88% spandex 12%
Weight:
180gsm
Width:
130cm
DIAMOND MESH

A high quality Nylon Elastane diamond mesh swimwear fabric, perfect for creating a two tone effect when combined with a plain colour underneath, or can be used for cover-ups.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 
Nylon 95% spandex 5%
Weight: 
100gsm
Width: 
150cm

Learn more ➤ Request a sample ➤
PEEPHOLE MESH

A high quality Polyester Elastane peephole mesh swimwear fabric, perfect for creating a sporty swimsuit with a fashionable edge.

Also suitable for sublimation printing.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: Poly 96% spandex 4%
Weight: 140gsm
Width: 150cm

White

Black
STRETCH LACE

A high quality fashionable stretch lace which can be used in any market due to its traditional design and elegant effect. Through combining the technology of Elastane, this traditional lace can stretch and move to complement any of our other high quality stretch products.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
94% Nylon, 6% Elastane
Weight:
135gsm +/- 5%
Width:
150cm +/- 5%

White
Black
WETLOOK LYCRA®

A high-end fashion fabric with a unique wet look appearance, combined with perfect fit and comfort, creating the must-have suit for the fashionable swimmer.

With the benefits of Invista’s LYCRA® product, it holds shape and retention, also offering a higher Chlorine resistance than ordinary Elastanes, which is an essential requirement for the swimwear industry.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
84.9% Nylon, 15.1% LYCRA®

Weight:
235gsm +/- 5%

Width:
143cm +/- 5%
STRETCH MESH

High quality polyester stretch mesh, suitable for all markets when a lightweight mesh with a fantastic drape can be used as a design feature, or garment on its own. Due to its soft handle, featherweight construction and drape feature, Stretch Mesh is perfect for dance skirts and swimwear cover-ups, and any other design application that requires these great features. Also suitable for sublimation.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
85% Polyester, 15% Elastane
Weight:
90gsm +/- 5%
Width:
140cm +/- 5%

Colors:
- Rosa Confetto
- Ballet Pink
- Caramella
- Merlot
- Platinum
- Ballet Blue
- Electric
- Navy
STRETCH MESH

- Seychelles
- Emerald
- Lavender
- Purple
- Gypsy
- Jazz
- Starlette
- Shocking Pink
- White
- Skintone
- Venetian Red
- Black
ANTI-STATIC CHIFFON

Through combining traditional chiffon and modern technology, chiffons will now never be the same. Anti-static chiffon is now the essential industry standard fabric, assisting the wearer and designer to create a natural free-flowing garment to enhance any swimsuit.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 100% Polyester
Weight: 72gsm +/- 5%
Width: 150cm +/- 5%
CRISTAL NYLON LYCRA®

A crystallized high quality Nylon Elastane sheer fabric. Cristal has just the right balance of transparency and shine, creating the perfect insert for support and design in any garment. Cristal be used in fashion swimwear, intimate apparel and theming and theatrical industries.
POWER MESH

A high quality Nylon Elastane Power mesh offering superior support in any application. Due to its high Elastane content, power mesh holds, supports and controls in the area’s that require special additional attention.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition:
87% Nylon, 13% Elastane

Weight:
180gsm +/- 5%

Width:
147cm +/- 5%
CARESS NYLON LINER

Soft and sensual Nylon Elastane liner, stocked in black, white and skintone. This basic palette caters for all markets where a garment liner is required.

Due to its sensational handle and drape, Caress Nylon Liner is also great for use in the dance industry for free flowing skirts and dresses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="White Fabric" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skintone</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Skintone Fabric" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Black Fabric" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

- **Composition:**
  - 85% Nylon
  - 15% Elastane

- **Weight:**
  - 125gsm +/- 5%

- **Width:**
  - 152cm +/- 5%
Stay Social

Connect with us online and stay up to date with the latest trends, news and range releases!

www.facebook.com/eclipsetextilescompanypage
www.twitter.com/Eclipse_Textile
www.linkedin.com/company/eclipse-textiles

Contact Us

Eclipse Textiles

Phone +61 7 3632 9688
Fax +61 7 3632 9611
Email eclipse@eclipsetextiles.com.au
Website www.eclipsetextiles.com.au

Address Unit 3, 32 Doggett Street
Fortitude Valley
QLD 4006
Australia
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